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Germanic V1 conditionals are puzzling phenomena: The Gothic conditional particle construction (1) 
was lost, V1 grammaticalised as an ambiguous indicator of the conditional in all Germanic languages 
(2, 3), and the productivity of the V1 conditional construction is on the decline in modern Germanic 
languages (3’).  
 
(1) Goth. þanuh qaþ Marþa du Iesua: frauja, iþ weseis her, ni þau gadauþnodedi broþar meins. 

 ‘Then said Martha unto Jesus, Lord, if thou hadst been here, my brother had not died.’ 
   (John 11:21)  
(2) Swed. Ligger boken pa ̊ golvet, (da)̊ ska du lyfta upp den. 
   ‘If the book is lying on the floor, then you’ll have to pick it up.’  
   (Lindström/Karlsson 2005 : 101) 
(3) Engl. Should you need any other help, please let us know. 
(3’)   *Need you any help, please let us know. 
 
From a typological perspective, V1 conditionals without additional markers are rare – they seem to 
occur only in languages with verb-initial polar questions (Auer/Lindström 2011: 221). Therefore, the 
question arises why they emerged at all. In this talk, a path of evolution is sketched, leading to the 
semanticisation of word order in the sense that word order as the only marker encodes sentence mood: 
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V-Early word order 
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The grammaticalisation of a pattern indicating sentence mood cannot be investigated without taking 
the whole syntactic structure into consideration. As a result of the change, a word order pattern was 
established to serve a grammatical function.  
     The grammaticalisation of V1 conditionals is demonstrated to have been an ‘emergency solution’ 
resulting from phonological change. Prosodic change is not limited to isolated words, but operates on 
sentences. It is obvious that sentence particles necessary for meeting communicative aims like 
expressing conditionality are not deleted deliberately. Phonological reduction occurred in all Germanic 
languages and affected only systematically unstressed syllables – i.e. in the case of particles only those 
particles occurring in syntactic environments favouring rhythmic stresslessness. Particles involved in 
conditional constructions occupied a fixed position in the sentence because of their function and thus 
could not simply be moved out of unfavourable rhythmic contexts. The systematic deletion of 
sentence particles is motivated as the outcome of an interaction between phonology and syntax; since 
the emanating result in terms of indicating Germanic sentence mood is systematic and not limited to 
just a subcategory, the change can, in addition, be analysed as an instance of system pressure. 
 
In this talk, the emergence of the V1 construction is traced from Gothic to modern Germanic. A theory 
for the loss of Early Germanic particles as a consequence of an interaction between syntax and 
phonology is proposed motivating the ongoing change of the Germanic conditional structure. The 
semanticisation of the Germanic V1 polar question pattern parallels this development (Noel 2013). 
The change is not limited to the loss of a lexical entry but lead to the semanticisation of a word order 
pattern. 
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